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REV\DESCRIPTION | ECN | DATE | BY | APPROVED | APPLICABLE MACHINES
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | UPDATED TITLE BLOCK | 2/15/11 | BC | | 1.109-111.2 | 1.575-509.2
2 | KNA AND BECKETT BURNER SHOWN IN DIAGRAM | 5/4/11 | PWL | | |
A | UPDATED TITLE BLOCK AND WIRING TO TIMER, 1575900157 | 8/19/11 | BC | DLA | |

WIRE COLOR LEGEND
ALL WIRE BLACK UNLESS NOTED
W--WHITE
G--GREEN
V--VIOLET

ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM
3PH 230V BURNER W/ TIME DELAY SHUT DOWN

CHECKED | DATE | SIZE | MACHINE | DRAWING NUMBER | REV
---|---|---|---|---|---
 | | | B | HPB/HDS | 9.807-397.0 | A
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